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Online datasets are becoming more and more prevalent. Besides presenting a huge amount of data available for 
analysis, they also bring the possibility of a new method for categorisation: tagging. Tags circumvent several limitations
of the traditional expert-based hierarchical categorisation: they can be provided by several, non-expert users, more than 
one tag may be appointed to the same item, and tags do not require relations to be defined among them. Still, our 
notions are frequently organised in a hierarchical way, which is expected to appear in the way the tags are used. Indeed, 
in [1,2,3] we showed that tags various datasets like photo sharing websites, proteins, or even scientific publications can 
be given a meaningful hierarchy using network-based statistical methods.
Here, we introduce a new method to compare hierarchies. Usually, methods rely on comparing the ancestor-descendant 
relationships of two hierarchies [4,5,6], providing a vertical view on the similarity. We propose to compare the 
composition of branches, too, as a horizontal view, complementing the former method. The corresponding formula can 
be adjusted for random expectation values, thus providing a 0-1 measure of similarity, 0 occurring in independent, 
uncorrelated cases.
As an example, we apply the new measure to four news portal datasets (Spiegel Online, The Guardian, The New York 
Times, The Australian), where news items are tagged. The datasets show interesting differences, like the number of 
connected components in the constructed tag hierarchies, while maintaining a significant amount of similarity.
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Figure 1: a sample from the constructed tag hierarchy of Spiegel Online. Colour-coded values show similarities to 
corresponding branches in The Guardian's tag hierarchy. 0 is set to the expected value of a random 0-model.


